Enriching your impact story.
Empowering your mission.

Our commitment to making grants processes work better
and freeing our clients to do more good goes beyond the
technologies we create – it’s at the very heart of our business.
Michael Reid, Chief Operating Officer, SmartSimple

REVEREARTS
the only grants management platform to give you
complete control over your entire granting processes
Grantmaking within the arts and culture sector
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funding benefits communities.

Arts and culture are powerful tools to inspire public dialogue,
and deserve to be sustained with grants management software
that’s equally powerful. Through Revere Arts, you can put a flexible,
intelligent solution to work to support your investments and ensure
your organization is ready for whatever the future holds.
Dan Katona, Deputy Director, Ohio Arts Council

keyfeatures
what they mean for the arts community
get to really know your applicants
Do you support individual artists as well as arts and cultural organizations?
With Revere Arts, applicants can switch between applying as an individual
or on behalf of an organization – eliminating duplicate records and making it
easier for freelance grant writers to work with multiple applicants.

simpler, easier way to collaborate
Revere Arts makes the assessment process more collaborative and accessible
than ever. Review and share submitted materials through an online portal
anytime, anywhere – no more scattered emails or time-consuming
downloads. Enhanced video streaming reduces buffering for a smoother
viewing experience, and video annotation means applicants can set cue
points to the most important parts of their work – making it simpler for
reviewers to give evidence-based feedback.

let your data tell the story
Get a clear understanding of the impact your funding makes and bring your
data to life with Revere Arts. Explore data across multiple sources, from any
angle and at any granularity through interactive dashboards, or take a closer
look at the projects you fund, where they’re happening, and spot trends over
time with innovative mapping technology.

protecting artists
For many in the arts community,
their work is their livelihood.
Revere Arts comes with
enhanced IP protection that
safeguards creative content.

shared access
In just a few clicks, you or your
applicants can give controlled
access to a co-applicant or
grant writer, allowing them to
view an application or work
on specific sections.

screening
Save time and only view
applications that reflect the
values your funding agency
is built on with a pre-eligibility
check.

whysmartsimple
SmartSimple is a global leader in

What matters most is helping our
clients do what they do – even better.
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SmartSimple leads the industry

Some of the largest government

through innovation and a reputation
for exceptional client care.

most complex granting challenges

agencies in the U.S., global foundations,
and 12 of the Fortune 500 choose
SmartSimple to create greater
efficiencies in their grants processes.

70,000 monthly users
in more than 192 countries

Rated best-in-class for flexibility

2016 Idealware Guide to Grants Management Systems

discovermore
Revere Arts transforms how you manage awards and provides true insight into how your
funding benefits communities.
Schedule your 20 minute demo now and let us show you how we meet your granting needs.
866.239.0991

sales@smartsimple.com
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